The requirements according to Autodesk are to be using Xcode 5.0.2 with the 10.8 SDK(comes
with it). Xcode 6 does not have this SDK.
Unfortunately, when Apple updates Xcode it breaks everything, every time. Xcode 5.0.2 is not
available for download through Apple now that Xcode 6.0.1 is out. However, 10 seconds of
internet searching led me to the download for it. I’m not going to give out links for the legal
protection of RD, but if you’re the least bit internet savvy, you’ll be able to get it.
That being said, I compiled a few plugins on Xcode 6.0.1 and did not have a problem, and I
used the 10.9 SDK. As it is not officially supported through Autodesk, use at your own risk.
What will follow will be showing you how to set up Xcode to work with Maya and get to a
compiled plugin. In addition, I will discuss some differences between Marco’s setup in Visual
Studio vs. the Xcode template setup and what you can do.
Disclaimer: I do not take any credit for the files in the DMG. They are all property of Autodesk
and Cyrille Fauvel who was generous enough to update the Xcode files when I sent him an email asking a few questions about getting set up. If you get this working, please send Cyrille an
e-mail thanking him. It is only because of him that this exists.
You can visit his website at around-the-corner.typepad.com
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1. Make sure Xcode is installed. I’m not going to go over everything for Xcode, but I will go over a
few things later. For now, this will focus on setup of everything.
2. In the DMG, there is a folder that says ‘Templates’. Double-click this folder and it should take
you to this path: /Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/Library/Xcode/Templates
3. In that folder, create two more folders:
File Templates
Project Templates

Make sure you have a space and the correct capitalization.
4. In the File Templates folder, create a folder called Maya
In the Project Templates folder, create a folder called Mac and a folder inside of that called
Autodesk

You should now have these paths:
5.
6.
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/Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/Library/Xcode/Templates/File Templates/Maya
/Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/Library/Xcode/Templates/Project Templates/Mac/Autodesk
In the DMG, drag/copy Maya 2014.xctemplate and Maya 2015.xctemplate into
Project Templates/Mac/Autodesk
In the DMG, drag/copy MayaCommand.xctemplate and MayaNode.xctemplate and
MayaNode Any.xctemplate into File Templates/Maya

That’s the installation part. Up next comes the usage.

Boot up Xcode and you will see: nothing.
That’s because Xcode doesn’t use a splash screen or background or anything. Go to your
menu bar(after selecting the Xcode icon on your dash) and go to File > New > Project. Under
OS X, you should see an Autodesk menu and see one or two of these icons.

Go to the next page and enter what you would like for the product name(I name it the same as the
node). I don’t think Organization Name and Organization Identifier autofill for people without Apple
Developer accounts, so you might have to fill that in yourself. Just put your name, it doesn’t matter.

On the next screen, choose where you would like your plugin to be saved. I don’t recommend
doing the default Xcode place, because stuff gets weird with that. I’ll explain on another slide.
Also, if you’re not using Git, uncheck the box at the bottom. If you don’t know what it is, look it
up. It’s amazing. Press Create.

And now we get to the ugly stuff. All the beauty of OS X and none of it came here. I recommend
going through an Xcode tutorial to learn this, but for the time being, there’s only a few things you
need to pay attention to(blue boxes). I’m using Xcode 6.0.1 so my Base SDK is set to 10.9 - but
if you’re using Xcode 5.0.2 set your SDK to 10.8.
Also: make sure you set your Compiler, it tends to not always be set(lowest blue box).
If you’ll notice: at the top middle, there’s a blue box with “Build Settings” that means there are
other parts here(Build Phases and Build Rules), more specific stuff. Don’t worry about it now,
just be aware it exists. Don’t leave this page yet in Xcode. There are more settings to check first.

These are all on the same page as before, underneath “Build Settings”. You shouldn’t have to
change them since you’re using the project, but you should be aware of them in case anything
goes awry.

So on the left is your Project Browser. The reason all the stuff was showing up before is because
you had the entire project selected, so you were looking at the project settings. Now if you’ll click
on any of the files underneath the project(stretchIK2 in my images), you can see it switches to the
Text Editor. You’ll also see some files in there that are generated by the template. LEAVE THEM
ALL. You don’t have to use them, just leave them in there. You need to use plugin.cpp(which
Marco calls pluginMain.cpp) but just leave the others.
Notice the bar on the right. You don’t need this for now, but might later. It helps me to get rid of it, I
like to code in clean spaces. Hit the button closest to the arrow in the top right corner.

That leaves you with this, much cleaner.

There’s another useful feature up in the top right. Notice the icon that looks like a hill. If you
press that, it’s a version comparison system, which(if you’re running Git), you can use to
compare files that you created in the past to what you’re currently working on. Very helpful if
something has changed and messed stuff up and you don’t know what happened.

The next thing to pay attention to is the bar on the left. Keep this one open(although you can close
it as needed with the buttons in the top right). It’s your project structure and it’s pretty similar to
what you’ll see in Marco’s Visual Studio setup. The Folders that you see are not called folders,
they’re called Groups, and if you right-click on anything in there, you can see “New Group” - these
Groups do not exist on disk, they only exist within the project. You can structure your stuff how you
see fit. I prefer to structure with headers in one group and Source Files in another group, each
named respectively.
This is called your Navigator, and all of those icons on the top bar there are
different Navigators: (in order)
Project Navigator
Symbol Navigator
Find Navigator
Issue Navigator(bugs)
Test Navigator
Debug Navigator
Breakpoint Navigator
Report Navigator
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You’ll spend most time in the Project one, going back and forth between files.

Next, I’m going to add in my files. These are already written, so I’m just copying and pasting
them. If you right-click on a group and click New File, it will put that file in that group. It will bring
up a window in which(under the OS X menu) you choose Source > C++ File or Header File. The
stuff under Maya is for more advanced stuff.

Go through the next two windows and name the files, and you can turn on the checkbox for Also
create a header file. The following window just asks if you want to keep it in the same project, and
also allows you to choose which group you want the file to be under(should be the one you
clicked on) and what Targets you want to build toward.
If you look in the header file that was created, it refers to it differently. In stretchIK2.h, it lists it as
#ifndef __stretchIK2__stretchIK2
#define __stretchIK2__stretchIK2
I just remove the first __stretchIK2__ from each set and go on.

So I put in some code that I knew had errors so I could demonstrate what would happen and
where to go. First, pay attention to the top bar, which is white. You’ll see a warning and a Stop Sign
with a 4 beside of it. It’s pretty responsive to the code, so as you’re going it will let you know what
errors are popping up. You can also see in the Navigator that I am inside the Issue Navigator and
it’s giving me detailed information. My error in this case is that I put the wrong information in my
matrices, and forgot the V on them(the lines that say ‘MObject does not provide a subscript
operator’)

Whenever you’re ready to build, select Build from the Product menu or hit CMD+B. It should
succeed. When it succeeds, there will be a Products folder in the Project Navigator with
xxxxxnode.bundle - however, you might not see this right away.
This is because after XCode 4.x.x, the location where .bundle files were built was randomized, I
guess? But this is fixable.
Go to XCode > Preferences > Locations Tab
Look at Derived Data but don't touch the menu beside of it. Look for the Advanced... button in the
same row.
In the window that pops up, change it from Unique to Legacy. This will create the .bundle file
underneath your project folder now. It will create it in a folder called “Debug”. To find the file, you
can just right-click on it and say “Show In Finder.”

Tips:
Learn as much about the IDE as you can. Some people will tell you to not worry about the IDE, it’s
the programming that counts - this is true, but also incorrect. Your IDE is one of your main tools
and is there to help you. A construction worker doesn’t take a hammer made out of hamster-cage
grade wood chips to work, he takes something he knows how to use and knows will give him the
best work. Use your IDE well, but don’t rely on it, don’t use it as a crutch.
Read about the language outside of classwork. Every day, stay on it.
Keep up-to-date on CLion, a C++ IDE by Jetbrains. There is no Maya support as of the time of this
writing(because it was announced a month ago), but who knows. Maybe I’ll get bored one day
and write a template file for it like the ones we just went over.
Rewatch and redo the videos from Marco, over and over and over. You’re not going to understand
it by just watching it once.
If you need more help, my e-mail address is alexwidener@gmail.com or you can message me on
the Rigging Dojo website.

